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RAPS
These are  drawings 
the class would warm 
up with before class.

ART PRODUCTION NEARPODS

Art i  made within the class 
including different materials. 

Slides about art I got to learn 
from. 



RAPS



RAP 3- What is beauty?
9/1



RAP 11 - Draw something invisible



RAP 15 - Draw a Juan Miro’ story



RAP 16 - Design a Juan Miro plush toy



Rap 27 - Draw something elaborate



Rap 28 - Draw your personality



Rap 31 - Draw a throne



Snowglobe Drawing
8/22



Pandora's Box (Toy Teeth) 9/24



Shantel Martin 8/29



WHATCHAMA Draw It 
8/30

-Draw an animal that has a dog head, bunny 
ears and kangaroo body

-Draw a creature with a zebra head. Broccoli 
body and banana feet
-Draw a tiger wearing sunglasses riding a 
skateboard

-Draw a baseball player holding a tennis 
racket chasing a mouse running up an anthill



Exquisite Corpse in 
figure 8/30



Exquisite Corpse in 
Collage 9/9



Shape Figures (geo & org)  9/30



Shape figures (watercolor) 10/7



Juan Miro Painting 10/28

Many things in life contain 
colors but colors can come 
from mixed colors. Not only 
that but certain sounds or 
objects can be colorful 
without having much color. 
Such as music, or any 
ordinary thing in anyone's 
everyday life. In all the chaos, 
there's beauty.    



Blackout text (non color and with color) 
10/24



Barbara Kruger 11/4



Saul Steinberg 
Bag Mask 11/10



My Own Personal Doodles 



Drawings pt 1



Drawings pt 2



Drawings pt 3



Rap 34- Draw cheerful

I couldn’t decide which part in my life makes me most 
cheerful so I did a little guy showing cheerfulness like 
myself. Whenever i am cheerful I always find myself 
laughing hysterically for the dumbest reasons. 



Rap 36- Draw a book that inspires you

My two drawings represent the Harry Potter franchise which I 
watched growing up. It’s part of my childhood which made an 
impact such as doing better when life gives you hard obstacles.



Rap 38- Draw water circulating

Water circulating for me was from a source containing 
all to most of it.



Rap 39- Draw your poison

I chose a gremlin because I have an inside joke 
with this guy I fell for. He is my poison because 
he does have many cons to him but I always see 
myself choosing him. (I look back on this more 
recently and I think of the poison as being 
something I longed for but found out there was 
better.)



Rap 42- Draw a flying machine with shadow

I chose to draw Mr. Fredricksons house from the movie 
“Up” because the balloons helped lead the house to 
where they needed to go. Also because i grew up 
watching “Up” which gave a nostalgic feeling.



Rap 48- Draw a life saver

I tried my best giving the most realistic 
drawing of my lifesaver. I grew up from my 
grandpa always offering me different colors 
of life savers.



Rap 49- Draw an object with dots

I love butterflies so I wanted  to draw a 
butterfly full of dots as a inspiration of an 
artist we learned about who would 
categorize her work around polka dots.



Rap 54- Draw your fav album cover
I didn’t want to draw a cover of a human and preferred 
something like the Doomsday cover. Plus i love MF DOOM 
AHH. This is one of my favorite albums to listen to and 
thought it would be a fun experience. 



Rap 55- Audubon Bird Drawing

I did enjoy viewing other birds but this one in specific had 
many different colors which seemed good practice to work 
with. It caught my eye because I normally don’t see birds with 
this many colors.



Rap 56- Draw what you can’t live without

I  drew these two things because I LOVE 
both of these so much. Especially eating 
wingstop while watching south park, its 
chefs kiss. It’s such a funny dumb show 
mixed with really good wings.



Rap 57- Draw a stairwell graphic for NAHS

Puma is our mascot so I thought 
to draw a puma staircase as a 
tribute.



Rap 58- Draw the tongue of a woodpecker

I never knew woodpeckers had unique 
and long tongues, this RAP gave me the 
chance to notice this.



Rap 60- Draw the purpose of art

I chose this piece because it reminded me of the 
song “Heartless” by Kanye.



Rap 61- Unite object with animal

I thought of a octopus to represent a hot air 
balloon because they have somewhat 
similar features. 



Rap 62- Draw who is in your head.

I drew an app I use with a 
bunch of my favorite 
people with many 
different games. 



Rap 63- Draw money with your idol

I decided to draw a southpark 
dollar bill because I do watch the 
show a lot and they have 
showed many funny situations 
just trying to make money.



Rap 64- Draw What You See
We were looking at a film in class and I saw 
totoro so I thought to draw him because he 
was a new animal/friend that I don’t see 
everyday.



Rap 65- Create Totoro implied texture art

Totoro was already animated so I textured the parts 
that stood out to me the most. Such as the leaf on 
Totoro.



Rap 68- Draw your voice

I incorporated despicable me into my “voice” 
because minions have a funny language I like to 
mimic from time to time. Not only that but 
throughout the movies, there are certain things I do 
the same as they do or we both like the same 
things.



Rap 69- Draw a portrait w scissors

This piece was very challenging to work with but I 
drew my eyes tinier than they normally are because 
whenever I smile my eyes turn into upside down “U’s”. I 
added my red hair as well as a background (gate of the 
school.) I even added my little fancy earrings I love 
wearing. The black in the picture is how I wish my hair 
looked like on the inside, both red and black.



Rap 70- Draw a borderlands narrative

I know at the border, everyone is there for 
different reasons so I drew everyone in different 
automobiles as well as people on the side doing 
different things. Such as a little girl blowing 
bubbles. Plus, it can get very crowded and hectic.



Sphere Pencil Drawing/ Values



Sphere- Charcoal Drawing/Values



Printmaking- Valentine



LEGO Construction



YING-YANG- Pos+Neg Balance



NOTANS- Pos+Neg Space



LANDSCAPE- Space and Scale



NOTANS- Climate Change



Hand with textures



Fruit with value & texture



Embroidery: Totoro

I got the chance to try embroidery with my grandma 
which took longer than class time but I came out with 
better designs.


